M/s

Sub: - BSG Logo (Brass-Die Casting) Nylex Belt Grey & Brown-50,000 Nos.

Dear Sir,

Sealed quotations are invited for the supply of above material as per specification and terms & conditions given below:-

**GENERAL SPECIFICATION**
1. Shape & Size: - 34” to 44” inches Good Quality Nylex (Grey and Brown) samples invited.
2. Design :- (Brass Buckle) Die casting.
3. Samples duly signed by the firm with details and specification to be submitted along with quotation which are not returnable
5. Sample: - *Quotation should accompany the sample, which is necessary for consideration. *Actual sample can be seen in this office during office hours on any working day.
6. Delivery * Free delivery in our office / For New Delhi.

**TERMS & CONDITION**
1. We reserve the right to consider/reject the quotation without giving any reasons.
2. Please mention the time to be taken for the complete supply.
3. Word “QUATION FOR (Nylex Belt) should be marked on the envelop.
4. Quotation shall be addressed to DIRECTOR, The Bharat Scouts & Guides, and reach to the National Headquarters on or before 08-09-2019.

Thanking you,

Yours Sincerely,

DIRECTOR